
Who will help me when I’m home?

Our Coloplast® Care team of Ostomy 
Advisors are available for you!  
Call us at 1-877-858-2656 or  
email us at care-us@coloplast.com

Assistance with taking care of your ostomy on your own

Why is it leaking? • How can I stop my skin from being red and irritated?  

How do I make the adhesive stick better? • How do I measure my stoma? 

I don’t remember how to apply this! • I’m worried about odor. 

Why is my pouch filling like a balloon? • Can you teach me about my filter?

Why is my stool stuck at the top? • Can products touch my stoma?

Provide answers to questions about daily life

Can I shower with my pouch on or off? • Can I sleep on my stomach? 

Can I go in the water..swim….hot tub? • How do other people cope with this?

How do I make sure that it stays on when I’m active?

I’m concerned about going back to work. • Do you have travel tips? 

Why is it so important to stay hydrated? • Can I get a pouch that isn’t clear?

Help with your products

Who orders my products? • Who takes my insurance? • Where is my order?

How much do supplies cost? • Do I need to use a ring around my stoma?

What is the difference between a 1-piece system and a 2-piece system?

Can you send me samples? 

What can the Coloplast Care team help me with?



When you are enrolled in Coloplast® Care, 
you receive a personalized Coloplast Care 
Kit! You will receive the kit in the mail a 
couple days after you have been enrolled in 
the program.

Your customized Coloplast Care kit is 
complete with: 

• Lifestyle and product education
• Travel bag
• Product samples*
• Home Health letter

To ensure cleanliness, this facility may not 
have a kit to see in person, but we hope 
these pictures will help.

*Limitations apply

Information from Coloplast Care is for educational purposes only. It is not intended to substitute for professional medical 
advice and should not be interpreted to contain treatment recommendations. You should rely on the healthcare professional 
who knows your individual history for personal medical advice and diagnosis.

Your Care Kit will 
arrive in this box

Compact travel bag 
which includes your 
product samples

Lifestyle and 
product education
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How to measure an oval stoma
Pictorial guide

1.  Fully open the measuring guide,  
as shown below.

2.  To measure an oval stoma, fold 
the measuring guide in HALF (you 
should see half moon shapes).          

3.  Using the folded measuring guide, 
measure the stoma from top to 
bottom. Find the best size for the 
stoma that creates a snug fit.

4.  On the back of the barrier, mark the 
top and bottom of the oval stoma size.

5.  Using the ruler on the measuring 
guide, measure from side to side.

6. Mark the sides.

7.  Connect all the dots and cut 
the barrier to make the hole to 
fit snug against the stoma and 
make sure no skin is showing.

Please refer to product labeling for complete product instructions for 
use, contraindications, warnings, precautions and adverse events.

If you are discharging the patient and need to enroll for 
education, call Coloplast® Care at 1-877-858-2656.

Please note, the oval stoma may be top to bottom or left to right. The method for 
measuring would be the same. These instructions show how to measure a left to right 
oval stoma. 

Abdominal exercise with Core 4

3. Hip Lift/Bridge 

When to start
Introduce this exercise 7-10 days after surgery and 
make sure you use small movement and do this 
exercise gently, only going as high as tolerated.

How to do it
Lie on your back, with your head supported by a pillow and your 
knees bent as far as comfortable.

Very gently tilt your pelvis backwards and tighten your pelvic 
floor muscles. Lift your bottom off the bed/floor and slowly lift up 
vertebrae by vertebrae until your bottom is off the bed. Lift your 
bottom as high as you comfortably can. Hold this for a moment, 
then slowly lower your spine and pelvis back down. Imagine 
you’re lifting a string of pearls off the floor and back down again. 

Repeat 3-5 times initially building up to 10-15 repetitions in time 
and lifting higher each time, as you feel more comfortable.

 Try to do this 2 or 3 times per day.

1. Tummy Tightening Breathing 

When to start
This exercise can be started within days after surgery. 
Provided all is well, you can even start while you are 
still in the  hospital, and your recovery is progressing normally.

How to do it
Lie on your back, with your head supported by a pillow and your 
knees bent as far as comfortable. Simply take a deep breath in 
and slowly exhale through your mouth.
As you exhale, gently tighten up the deep muscles in your lower 
tummy. You should feel a very gentle ‘tightening’. Don't try to lift 
your bottom or press your back into the bed. Just hold this ‘brace’ 
feeling for a count of 3-5 seconds, and then release. Breathe and 
relax and then repeat 3-5 times.

As you progress, you can do the exercise on the floor without a 
pillow and aim for a ‘stronger’ tightening feeling. Hold the ‘brace’ 
for a count of 10-15 seconds and breathe deeply in and out 2 or 
3 times. Repeat up to 5 times. Place your hands on your tummy 
so you can check and feel the muscles tightening.

 Try to do this 2 or 3 times per day.

4. Knee Rolls 

When to start
Introduce this exercise 7-10 days after surgery. 
Always work within a pain free range and keep the 
movement very small to begin with.

How to do it
Lie on your back, with your head supported by a pillow and your 
knees bent as far as comfortable. Arms out to the sides. Keep your 
knees and ankles together and gently let your knees begin to drop 
over to one side. Only go as far as comfortable, then carefully 
tighten your tummy muscles and roll your knees over to the other 
side. Try to keep your shoulders down and your head relaxed, 
looking up with your eyes. Aim for 5 rolls.

As time goes on, you can increase the range so your knees drop 
lower and build up to 20 repetitions.

 Do this 2-3 times per day.

2. Pelvic Tilt 

When to start
This exercise can also be done just days after surgery. 
Just start very gently and work within a small pain free 
range.

How to do it
Lie on your back, with your head supported by a pillow and your 
knees bent as far as comfortable. Very gently rock your pelvis 
upwards and flatten your back into the bed or floor. You should 
feel your tummy and bottom muscles tighten a little. Rock back 
to your starting position and repeat. Initially just aim for 5 
repetitions, and go very gently.

As you progress, allow your back to arch up a little more, 
and tighten your tummy more strongly as you push your back 
into the floor. Build up towards 20 repetitions.

 Try to do this 2 or 3 times per day.

Note! If you have any concerns about whether or not you should do these exercises,  
talk to your wound ostomy care nurse or surgeon before you start.
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Colostomy: Self-Care and Dietary Guidelines

Living well 
     with a colostomy


